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Significance of the Study
This study^ planned by social work students at the Atlanta University
School of Social Vork^ Class of 1962, was designed to test the model for the
assessment of social functioning prepared by the Human Growth and Develop^
ment and the Research Committees of the Atlanta University School of Social
Work.
Assessment is important because in all social work there is a need to
study factors which contribute to the evolvment of a problem and further
the defining of the problem. It has been e^licitly stated in the litera¬
ture that "there is a recognized need for a conceptual scheme or model to
be used in practice as one attenpts to understand the individual."^ In order
for the individual to be understood, an assessment must be made.
The kind of model of assessment referred to in this study involves the
construction of a symbolic record for reaching decisions. It m^ be seen as
"a way of stating a theory in relation to specific observations rather than
hypotheses.. .the model structures the problem. It states (or demcnstrates)
2
what variables are e3q>ected to be involved."
One reason which has been eacplicated for such a model is that "a system
of classification of problem entities would lay the groundwork for the con¬
struction of a network of treatment approaches. These approaches might be
1
Wem^ Boehm, "The Social Casework Method in Social Work Educaticn,"
Social Service Review, XXXIII, No. 33 (Ded., 1959)ili2li.
2
Martin Loeb, "The Backdrop for Social Research," Social Science Theory
and Social Work Research (New York, I960), p. U.
1
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related^ in a broad manner^ to specific problem situations.
In reviewing the literature, we have observed terms which, though not
identical, have eluents of assessment, namely, the identification and evalua¬
tion of the probl^. To illustrate:
In casework "diagnosis" is often utilized. It is defined
as "a conclusion, a picture, made up of all the available facts
fitted together within a particular frame of reference for a
particular purpose concerning itself with social and psycholo¬
gical facts."^
In this definition, a conclusion or picture can be equated with the
identification of the problem; the studying of all available facts and fitting
them together within a particular frame of reference for a purpose can be
viewed as evaluation.
In Community Organization the term "coanmunity diagnosis"
is employed. It involves reviewing.a body of facttial material
and identifying unmet social needs
This, too, contains an element of assessment in that reviewing is a pro¬
cess of evaluation.
In Group ¥ork "evaluation" is utilized and defined as "that
part of Social Group Work in which the worker atten^its to measure
the quality of a group experience in relation to the objective
and functions of the agency. It calls for the gathering of com¬
prehensive evidence of individual member growth."^
Although this deiinition does not make clear the identification of a
problem, it implies the study of the nature of the Individual’s functioning
in a group. Studying is in keeping with oxir concept of the evaluation as¬
pects of assessment.
1 ;;
Shirley Hellehbrand, "Client Value Orientations: Implications for
Diagnosis and Treatment," Social Casework, XIH (April, I96I), 2l;2.
^Leontine Xoung, "Diagnosis as a Creative Process," Social Casework,
XXXVII (June, 1956), 257.
^ayne McMillen, Community Organization for Social Welfare (Chicago,
19U5), pp. 2U1-50.
^Harleigh Trecker, Social Group Work (New Xork, 1955)* P* 217.
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In our final illustration, family diagnosis and treatment have become
important in the field of social work.^
This concern does not displace the important concepts of
individual dynamics, but it actually adds other dimensions to
the assessment of the individual as he interacts with others.
In family diagnosis, consideration must be given to (1) the
specific stress that the family may be confronted with, (2)
the capacities and disturbances of individual members, (3) the
nature of family interaction, and (!{.) the social goals of the
individual and the family at the particular stage of develop¬
ment and the influence of the culture and sub-culture.^
The components of assessment are obvious in this statement. This is
the viewpoint of one author who writes frequently on the subject. Reference
3
has also been made to the need for a family assessment model.












Thus, the variety of terms used in social work to describe the same pro¬
cess reflects the need for a theoretical frame of reference or model for
making an assessment of social functioning.
For the purpose of this study, assessment is defined as the identifica¬
tion and evaluation of those socio-cultural and individual factors in role
^t)tto
Diagnosis,”
Poliak and Donald Brieland, "The Midwest Seminar on Family
Social Casework, XUI (July, 1961), 319*
^Otto Poliak, "A Family Diagnosis Model," Social Service Review, XXXIV,
No. 1 (March, I960), 19-26.
h
performance which make for social dysfunction as well as adequate social
functioning.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to test the model of assessment of social
functioning prepared by the Human Growth and Development and the Research
Committees of tlie Atlanta University School of Social Work by finding out
what data were included in social work assessment of social functioning. We
planned to accomplish this purpose by studying agency records.
Method of Procedure
The beginning of this project was carried out through the participation
of 36 second-year students of this school, during their six-^onth block field
placement, starting September I96I through February 27, 1962. The data
to be used in this research project were gathered from the records of the
agencies in which students were placed for advanced field work during this
period of time.
To allow the students time to become sufficiently oriented to the agency’s
policies and procedures, and to allow for a thorough examination, the san^le
number for each student was twenty records. This was used on the assxmiption
that this nuidser of cases would give an idea of the agency’s current method
of assessing social functioning for a given year. It may be noted that the
sample was more representative of social functioning assessment in small
agencies than in agencies with larger loads.
Since this was a social work project, the data selected were taken from
agency records dealing with the rendering of social casework. So that the
data gathered would be characteristic of the agency’s present records, the
writer's study utilized primarily records that were closed within a two-year
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span (June 1959 - May 31, 1961). This lessened the number of records to
be considered, and gave a san^le of the way in which assessment was currently
being performed by the agency. In addition, closed records were more easily
accessible to the writer, more con^lete, and therefore more useful. The
closed records were out of general use by the caseworkers at the Friends
Neighborhood Guild.
This student selected a randcm sample of 20 records from an alphabeti¬
cal list of records closed between June 1, 1959 and May 31> 1961. The files
were listed as active and inactive. As they were structured when the ori¬
ginal sample was takei^ the case workers included all cases with recording
during 1961 active, and all the case folders with the last date in the dicta¬
tion indicating a I960 date or prior closed. Of this number, 1$ cases in
the active and inactive files seemed to fall within the study's time limits
of June 1, i960 and May 3I, 1961, on first glance. Ten out of the total
nuniber of cases that the writer fotind in the active files of 37 were useful.
The five remaining folders were selected from the inactive files, which
totaled 160.
After determining that these cases met the time limits, the writer and
his supervisor evaluated them in order to determine their usefulness tp the
research study. Of this number, 19, previously chosen, one was eliminated
by the writer and his supervisor because of:
1) The date, i.e., after closer scrutiny, the record exceeded
the study's time limits.
2) The number of interviews, i.e., we decided that the humber
of interviews shoiild be three, because previously this is the
point at which the workers begin recording and open a case
folder on the client. The two prior contacts were considered
brief contacts, and notes were taken on the back of the face
card.
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After the other cases were approved, both in the active and the Inactive
files. It was necessaiy to go back another year In order to find the remain¬
ing six cases to conqplete the san^le. In the subsequent search in the in¬
active files, twelve cases were tentatively discovered to fall within the time
limits and to have the sufficient number of interviews.
The names of the twelve cases were put in a bag and shaken up, after
which the writer pulled out six, shaking the bag after each pull. Of these
six, three were marginal, and according to the established criteria were eli¬
minated. With the remaining six names the sanqple was conq)leted.
The entire record was used to gather data, i.e., face sheets, narratives,
summaries, applications, and information from other agencies. The records of
all caseworkers in the agency were used, since material found in records was
representative of how the agency assessed social functioning; therefore, in
keeping with the study, the status of the worker was not a factor.
In addition to data relative to the study, the student also obtained in¬
formation for writing a chapter on the history and description of the agency.
This included material on the type, size, and location of the agency, and
the kinds of services offered.
The student also did a pilot study by con^letlng schedules for five ($)
records which were not to be used or included as a part of the study. This
was done to familiarize the student with the methods and procedures to be
used in conducting the actual stuc^.
Upon completion of the 20 schedules for the actual study, data were
analyzed by the techniques of content analysis, and then the data were classi¬
fied according to a nine-point list of Items (see Appendix).
In addition, the writer consulted reading materials ~ books, paBiphlets,
7
papers ajod periodicals pertinent to social >rork assessment. In general, and
casework assessment. In particular. Also, agency materials — aimual reports,
letters, theses, agency publications, etc. were read, and personal Interviews
were held. In an atteiqpt to better orient the writer to the agency's focus
in relation to assessment of social functioning.
CHAJTER H
DESCRIPTION OF THE AGENCT
History
The Friends Neighborhood. Guilds like other settlements in the late nine¬
teenth century and early twentieth century^ arose because visi(mary and
humane individuals felt that there was a need for a revival of the belief in
the worth and dignity of every man. In a book on neighborhood centers, these
reasons are given for the rise of the settlement house movement:
The basic values which the settlement movement affirms -
faith in man and brotherhood - have persisted among men for
generations. However, it was the particular developnents of
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in England and the
Ihiited States, that gave rise to what Jane Adams called the
“subjective necessity" for settlements: ...first, the desire
to interpret democracy in social terms; second, the ingjulse
beating at the very source of our lives; urging us to aid in
the race progress; and thirdly, the movement toward humanitar-
ianism. The Settlement, then, is an experiemental effort to
aid in the solution of the social and industrial problems which _
are engendered by the modem conditions of life in a great city..."^
Closely coiuiected with the preceding statement is the philosophy of the
other driving force motivating the Guild, the Religious Society of Friends:
We believe that it is our duty as members of the human
family to do what lies within our power for the assistance of
those less fortunate than oxu'selves, and for the society in
general, and to share with others the benefits of every advan¬
tage which we enjoy, and would seem to be a special call to
all who believe in the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood
of man, to do our Father's work among our brethren.^'
Based on this belief, the Society of Friends surveyed the situation and
Jane Adams, 20 Years at Hull House (New York, 1910), p. 125* Cited in
introduction to: Neighborhood Centers Today, National Federation of Settle¬
ments and Neighborhood Centers, New York, I960, p. iii.
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"Friends Mission No. 1" was founded in 1879 and "opened Its doors on Januarj
11, 1880 with 53 scholars present...."
The large conununlty of Quakers living in the area known as
the 'Northern Liberties' developed a concern for their new neigh¬
bors who were living with no refining influences. Children went
to school at the age of eight and most of the waterfront children
were working at twelve. There was also a total lack of spiritual
life among the newcomers and little evidence that they were aware
of the virtues of tenq^erance....
The Guild, then, had its origin in the church extension or
home mission movement of the latter part of the nineteenth century
but it differed from the traditional mission work as there was no
sectarian proselyting. A later report on the First-Day schools
says, 'while no particular effort is made to teach sectarian views,
the school aims to promote the highest morality and the truest
spiritual growth of its members.' The purposes and programs were
much the same as those of the settlement movement when it began
four years later. The Philosophy of Social S^tlements is virtu¬
ally at one with Religious Society of Friends,*^
thus indicating the complementarity of the two influences working to esta¬
blish this agency and its transition from a mission into a settlement house.
Friends Neighborhood Guild is one of the oldest settlaaent houses in
Philadelphia. It was founded by the First Day School Union of the Society
of Friends in 1879 in the Northern Liberties section of Philadelphia. An
2
old fish store "at Beach Street and Fairmount" was the first Guild site.
"It was called 'Friends Mission No. 1, and was organized to teach Bible and
d^ortment to the neighborhood."^ The settlement was largely operated by
Pamphlet entitled Friends Neighborhood Guild, Seventieth Anniversary.
March, 1950, p. 13. Cited by: James B. Evans, "A Study of the Participation
in and Use of Other Guild Services of the Willing Workers' Group for Older
Women at the F.N.G. in the Fall Program of 1959-^”# (Unpublished Master's
Thesis, School of Social Work, University of Pennsylvania, 1961), p. 10.
^Stances W. Logan, "Learning to Work with Others in a Supervisory Rela¬
tionship", (Unpublished Master's Thesis, School of Social Work, University
of Pennsylvania, 19U6), p. 1.
^Hilda G. Derrett, "A Study of the Methods Involved in the Recruiting
and Training of High School and College Students Volunteers in Three Soci^
Welfare Agencies in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania," (Unpublished Master's The¬
sis, School of Social Work, Atlanta University, 1950), p. 9«
10
the members of the Green Street Keeting who built the meeting house at Fourth
and Green during the War of 1812.^ Although the activities were to be carried
on by volunteers, the group found it necessary very early in the Ufe of the
2
agency to pay at least one of its workers.... In 1899 when the Spring Street
Mission for Negroes was closed. Friends ]!(S.ssion No. 1 took over some of its
3
work and the name of the agency was changed to Friends Neighborhood Guild....
The move from "Beach Street and Fairmount Avenue in 1899 was necessary
in order to be in the center, rather than on the edge of our neighborhood,
and to secure more adequate facilities. The same motive was responsible for
k
the move...in 1911i. The Guild, in the beginning, served mainly a native
white ccmununity, and mostly children. There was for some years an influx and
egress of Jews in the community.^ The whole history of Friends Neighborhood
Guild has taken place against this background of increasing sociological
6
change and deterioration in the neighborhood.... With these changes in the
physical plant, came also changes in the racial, religious and cultural com-
7
position of the neighborhoodj and changes in the structure and program. One
Ibid.
2




Francis Bosworth, "Annual Report to Members of the Guild Committee,"
(Philadelphia, 1951)• Cited by: Sidney Shapiro, "The Present Experience,
as the Worker's Focus, in Enabling a Group of Dependent Older Adult Men to
Discover and Affirm a Belief in Their Capacity to Achieve," (Unpublished




Martin Berdit, "The Worker's Responsibility in Process in Helping a
Group of Teen Age Boys to Have a Strong Group E3q>erience," (Unpublished
Master's Thesis, School of Social Work, University of Pennsylvania, 1932),
p. 8.
n
'Sidney Shapiro, op. cit., p. 8.
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account of the period iiomediately foUotfing the move to Green Street is a
demonstration of the willingness to change and was illustrated thusly:
Mong the sociological changes was the Increasing industriali¬
zation of the area in the period foUoidng the First World Wai:. At
this time the headvorker thought that this would replace the resi¬
dential character of the area, which would remove from the Guild a
connection with ai^ specific community. She thought its services
could best be offered as a city-wide center rather than a neighbor¬
hood center, and because of this she thought it would be more useful
tbo make it primarily a boys' house. Her reasoning was that boys
would be more likely and able to travel the necessazy distances to
come to the Guild. There were programs for girls but the main em¬
phasis was placed on its services for beys.
The complete industrialization, however, did not take place
in the neighborhood. Families, instead of moving from the neigh¬
borhood, moved in with other families, the result being that the
Guild has a definite, albeit crowded, community to serve....^
These complex factors working together with the desire of the Guild to
enable the people to realize their Innate worth and dignity, enabled the Guild
to develop its focus and plan with the people of the area to meet the problems
of the neighborhood and "a partnership in which the people themselves were
expected to share in improving their living conditions, under Guild leader¬
ship, by undertaking social action on their own. Neighbors were brought to¬
gether in democratic discussion of general social problems, and those speci-
fically affecting themselves. This, too, reflected a new understanding of
their purpose at which the settlements of the time had arrived. Like them,
the Guild attempted to promote a clearer knowledge of social, economic, and
political conditions on the part of its clientele in order that they might
2
then begin action towards a more just sharing in the benefits of democracy.
Martin Berdit, op. cit., p. 9.
2
Charles Peril, "Using the Group Work Method Within a Neighborhood
House Function to Help Members of a Cultural Minority Find the Form for More
Constructive Participation in the life of the Community," (Unpublished Mas¬
ter's Thesis, School of Social Work, University of Pennsylvania, 1955)> p« 3»
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From 1911^ to 1932 the program and activities of the Guild grew steadily more
qualitative.^ In addition^ the increasing awareness of the community by the
Guild's staff and board was further indicated by becoming a charter member
of the Community Chest in 1922. However, this affiliation did not alter the
relationship of the Society of Friends, which still contributed financial
support in addition to operating under the ndnutes of the Philadelphia Quar¬
terly Meeting. In addition to these two sources of income, other sources in-
2;
eluded contribution from friends and small income from capital.
During the depression, attempts were made to alleviate some of the suf¬
fering, and again Board and staff studied things in an attes^t to determine
"the function of a settlement house in an overcrowded, interracial and semi¬
industrial section...and the problems of slum clearance and of race relations?
From its operation almost entirely by volunteers the Guild
reached its height in numbers of paid personnel during the days
of the W.P.A.... This large group of workers were able to offer
the membership many and vazded activities. There were also enough
people on the staff so that they could work in small groups and
know the members in a more intimate manner. This was the basis
for the development of an excellent relationship between staff and
membership.... After several changes in the administration of the
agency and with the ending of the Federal projects, the Guild found
itself with only a small staff to carry on its program. The task
was of course impossible and there followed a period when this
limited staff could do little more than try to preserve order in
the building. With no adequate program the membership dwindled
down to only that group who liked the free undisciplined atmos¬
phere of the agency. Thus, the Guild which had formerly had such
a fine relationship between staff and membership became regarded
by the members as a place to keep them warm, shoot a few baskets,
play pool and Just generally hang around. Since this small staff
could not cope with even the smaller numbers that were using the
1
Harry Citron, "A Worker's Changing Relationship to Likeness and Differ¬
ence and its Effect on Group Development," (Unpublished Master's Thesis,
School of Social Work, University of Pennsylvania, 1952), p. 6.
2
Hilda Derrett, op. cit., p. 9.
3
Harry Citron, op. cit., p. 6.
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agency, the members reached the stage where they refused to accept
any staff direction without resistance.
When the present director came to the Guild, he soon became
aware of this attitude on the part of the membership and in working
out the situation decided that more people would have to be employed
if the agency were to develop the type of program that would justify
its existence. New staff brought new ideas and an eagerness to see
the agency once more a first class settlement house.The pro¬
gram supervisors are directly responsible for the quality of the
recreation program at the Guild. This program is the largest one
operated by the agency and the one in which the membership is most
interested. Like some other settlement houses, the Guild operates
a residence and three clinics in addition to the recreation program.
The staff is continually stimulating the membership to express
itself as to the type of activities they would like at the Guild.
At the same time the membership is also being exposed to new ex¬
periences at the agency so that their interest may be broadened...
Even in its final form the program is flexible enough to be changed
in light of the membership needs.
The limitations in Guild program caused by the physical structure of
the “meeting house” were ranedied when it moved to its present location at
703 Noarth Eighth Street. The Guild area is the same.
It borders on Philadelphia's famed 'Skid Row' on the south,
and extends northward for six blocks to Girard Avenue, a main
business and tmicking arteryj east and west, it runs from the
Delaware river waterfront to Broad Street. The area is high in
disease, vice, poverty, mobility, delinquency, low standard
housing and social disorganization... .During the last seven years
we have been less and less concerned with conducting a purely re¬
creational program, and more concerned with being a neighborhood
catalyst and in helping the neighborhood to esqpress a corporate
voice for better living.’
The Guild program may be broken down into four basic areas.
First: the education-recreation program that is offered on a
leisure time basis. Included in this bracket are special interest
groups such as pottery and art. Also there are social clubs and
teaxos. These use both the agency building and outside resources.
1
Francis Logan, “Learning to Work With Others in A Supervisory Relation¬
ship, (Unpublished Master's Thesis, School of Social Work, University of
Pennsylvania, 191*6), p. 30.
^Ibid.
3
Francis Bosworth, "Annual Report to Members of the Guild Committee"
(Philadelphia, 1951). Cited by: Sidney Shapiro, "The Present Experience,
As The Worker's Focus, In Enabling a Group of Dependent Older Adult Men to
Discover and Affirm a Belief in Their Capacity to Achieve." (Unpublished
Master's Thesis, School of Social Work, University of Pennsylvania, 1953)>
pp. 7-9.
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Included here is the ^ea Youth Work program that reaches out to
hostile groups of youth. Second: Individual services are offered
through a caseworker, special counseling, employment help, and
referrals to other agencies. Third: community organization helps
specific sectors in the area to in^rove their lives through phy¬
sical changes and social action. Fourth: housing involvement shows
the agency's ability to keep in touch with progress and the chang¬
ing times as they change in the community. Here the Guild is re¬
sponsible for the management of the Friends Self-Help Housing
block that it helped create. Also in relation to housing, there
are a large number of units of low and public housing in three
projects that are all close to the agency...^ and within the Guild
area. In addition, the Guild is deeply involved in the relocation
of East Popular "B", and many of the 33 nationality groups are
being dispersed by relocation into decent, safe, and sanitary bous¬
ing. However, many of their institutions will remain in the area.
¥e have churches of all faiths: Catholic, Protestant, Jewish,
Russian, Ukrainian, and Romanian Orthodox, and even a Buddhist-
Lamaist Temple.





3. groups brought together by staff to try to work out
thelx individual problems with the group...
B. Mbrary-j Coimseling and Youth Opportunities Programs...It is in these areM that we are able to help the "good"
children and youth of the neighborhood.. •
C. Community Work
*..everything we do is community centered and that much
of community contact is through participation with others....
Every functioning part of the Guild has a definite relation
to the community....
D. Work With Youth
For the past five years, our work centered around the hostile
youth with the only notable exception being the library.
Phillip How, "A Study of Thirty-Six Childroi's Participation in the
Friends Neighborhood Guild Day Camp as Related to Day Camp and Agency Fall
Program." (Unpublished Research Project, University of Pennsylvania, School
of Social Work, I960), p. 6.
2
Alexandra W. Fogel, The Guild is People (Philadelphia, Peiuisylvanla,
Friends Neighborhood Guild, 1961), p. 9*
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E. Services to Individuals
The Guild's service to individuals has been and will be one
largely of a referral nature.*.. With the general composition
of Guild clientele, a coiqpleted referral may take many months
to achieve. People are not willing to form a liaison with
one worker and easily transfer this to another* The direct
contact with the client working through the process of re¬
ferral constitutes direct casework and is extremely necessary
to the service* Individual service at the Guild is directly
tied to all services....
F. Housing
in the past, the concern with housing has been mainly with
the physical aspects. The Friends Self-Help Housing project
and the redevelopment of East Poplar have been large areas
of work for the past five years....
G. Special Projects
i^ogram in special projects leans heavily on when and in what
areas money is available. Five years ago the Guild's work
with tuberlosis control in Skid Row had to be abandoned for
lack of funds. Our present work in relocation would not be
taking place without the funds from the Redevelopnent Autho¬
rity. ...
H. Students and Volunteers
The past five years have seen a large number of students and
volunteers in Guild program. With our belief in the necessity
of such service, it is also vital to say that staff and super-
visicn time for students and volunteers is very high. Because
of time available, it may be necessary to curtail the program
to a certain degree. For the school year 1961-62, there were
five students doing field work in the agency.
I. Research
...the Guild has used student thesis, staff surveys and specially
granted research projects in its move^ toward survey and research
as a part of the on-going program....
Arthur Dunham, in his comments on his Guild visit in August, 1961, said:
The program of the Gviild seems to me, on the whole, to be
excellent. Most of the specific projects and activities seem
sound. Tto program as a whole is creative, imaginative, dynamic,
and forward-looking..*.
The program includes a large number and a wide range of varied




recreational and Informal educational activities; casework, and
housing administration. This suggests several comments and
questions:
a. The program is bewildering to anyone who is new to it. It
is hard to get perspective on it or to find a central focus
for all the things that are going on... Any administration
must juggle a uTimber of administrative balls, at any one
time; but the Guild program appears to require a kind of
super-juggling^ as far as the number and variety of balls
are concerned.^
This suv^ of the Guild's past gives perspective to the present and de¬
monstrates how the present methods of assessment developed. Especially is
this true of the planning of program for education-recreation and community
organization services in line with the philosophy of the settlement house
mov^ent and the Religious Society of Friends. These aims and the reality
situation - the present status of the community and a general evaluation of
the Guild area residents' needs, in relation to staff skills and capacities -
have been the motivating factors in the development of program and agency
services•
Another area of Guild services, the rendering of sezvices to clients
on an individual basis will be traced in the following section. Although,
this area was not alluded to previously, it is an integral and valuable com¬
plement to the overall Guild program.
Casework
Fresntly, the caseworkers in the Guild perform their duties in differmut
parts of the Guild program. They work in the Homemaking Department, Reloca¬
tion, Guild Casework, and the Loeb Project - Family Casework. The caseworkers
Arthur Dunham, "Some Comments on the Program of Friends Neighborhood
Guild", (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Friends Neighborhood Guild, I96I), pp,
2 and 3* (Mimeographed).
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meet together once a week for the purpose of "sharing of knowledge and ex¬
perience and discussion of common problems...to develop and put into practice
the best possible methods for providing settlement based services to famio
1
lies"
However, this is a new group and a new development within the Guild.
To Claire McCarthgr, long time resident of the Guild commuziity, and staff mem¬
ber for over 15 years, the availability of a group of caseworkers is a new
phenomenon. She remembered that:
Fortj^ years ago, the headworker, Laura Smith did individual
counseling and when anycme had problems, they consulted her. When
Marian Lang, the n^ct headworker, came in 1?29, she handled most
of the problems herself. And of about 500 kijids of all faiths
and racial groups, she visited each family twice a year. After
she left, in 1938-39, there were other directors. But when "Bos"
was hired in November 19li3, he did counseling also. Claire re¬
called that the workers made home visits to find out what the
problems were with the group members and advised them. They also
inte3rviewed families to determine who could receive coal at half
price.
The Guild service statistics to the Council of Social Agencies from June
19h0 to October, 19lt0 averaged over 100 conferences a month with individuals
and in behalf of individuals. However, beginning in 19^3 individual confer¬
ences were not listed in the statistical report, until 19U7 under Mr. Bos-
3
worth's administration, when they began to appear regularly.
In the minutes of the Guild Committee for June Uj 19li7:
1
Minutes of Family Life Group Meeting, Friends Neighborhood Guild,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, October 13, 1961 - January 12, 1962.
2
Stat^ent by Claire McCaarbly, Education-Recreation staff m^ber.
Friends Neighborhood Guild, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, personal interview,
February 21, 1962.
3
Report to Council of SocieJ. Agencies, Friends Neighborhood Guild,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, June, 19U8.
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Francis Bosworth announced that the White Williams Founda¬
tion will give funds to en5)loy a caseworker on our staff to
handle the most acute problems.^
Prior to this statement^ the executive director had expressed an interest
in adding a caseworker to the staff. On March 20, 19lt7j he outlined in de¬
tail his desire for a caseworker and his e3q>ectations of this person. Por¬
tions of the letter, giving the problems involved, and the desire for a per¬
son to perform this, read:
...The greatest neglect in our program has been the delin¬
quent and pre-delinquent girls, especially our Negro girls...
We now have club work and a lounge period for dancing, and oiur
membership includes approximately 300 girls. Many of these are
the really "tough" girls of the area...it is not being fair to
bring them into the agency and do nothing for them except a
group and club work program.
Many of these girls dropped out of program because of their behavior.
In an attempt to help these girls, the agency tried to offer their assistance
but because the "staff was inadequate in number and training; many of the
girls’ problems needed intensive casework, which the agency's workers were
not equipped to handle; and they did not have the skill and training to diag-
3
nose, handle the situation, and make the proper referral," the services of
a caseworker were needed. In addition to fulfilling their function, the worker
would be a resource person for the rest of the staff, because of her sensi-
tivety to group work.
A worker was hired who met all the requirements. She was supervised by
a worker from a neighborhood casework agency who assisted the caseworker in
1
Minutes of Giiild Committee, Friends Neighborhood Guild, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, June 1+, 191:7.
2
Letter from Francis Bosworth, Executive Director, Friends Neighborhood
Guild, Philadelphia, Peimsylvania to Howard Fund, March 20, 191:7.
^Ibid.
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developing her skills in this kind of setting for the purposes that the
agency felt were necessary* Also, the caseworker was responsible for groups
and other administrative duties, in addition to es^loring and establishing
relationships with other community agencies and resources. Although the case¬
worker's function was originally conceived of as work primarily with delin¬
quent girls, it gradually e^qpanded as the community became aware of this
Guild service, and as other problems were brought to this mderstanding per¬
son. Also, as the caseworker became aware of situations throt^h Information
from other staff members or some other sources, she offered her services to
those who needed help but did not actively seek it.
Her job was performed through direct interviews with clients and con-
siiltative work about clients with the group work staff. Other agencies in¬
creasingly referred clients to the Guild caseworker.
Although the use of a caseworker in a settlement was a pioneer venture
for the Gviild, it proved to be a very valuable service, in terms of filling
a gap in the agency's programj, meeting the needs of or enhancing the social
functioning of many neighborluxsd people through direct individual services
and when necessary through consultation and referral to the appropriate com¬
munity resource.
Gradually as the services grew, additional unmet individual and neigh¬
borhood needs were seen, and other staff members were hired with casework
skills and/or special socio-cultiiral knowledge, which enabled them to work
with select ethnic groups, services to individuals in the overall program
also Increased. For example, one worker consulted primarily with Negroes
and Puerto Ricans, and another worked with immigrants, Russians and Kalmuks.
The services rendered essentially included job referrals, work with delin¬
quent girls, family and individual counseling, referrals, and consviltative
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functions with other staff. This job was done in the agency proper and
through home visiting.
The original worker described her functions thusly in 19^2:
The Counseling and Referral Services at the Guild were not
lijnited to Guild membership only, but were available to all who
lived within the Guild area. It was a short contact service and
involved helping the client with a part of his problem, in that
it helped the client to say what he wanted and then referred him
to the place where help could be given. There were questions from
the simplest to the most intricate when a person does not know
what he wants and expresses a superficial need instead of a real
one. The caseworker who serves as counselor in this field must
have a wide knowledge of resources in regard to financial help,
health problaos, employment, educational facilities, legal guidance
and other ccmmunity resources.
Another worker renders service to a special ethnic group, the Kalmuks.
His major purpose is to help the Kalmuks understand and
solve their many individual and group problems and in the pro¬
cess to help them find an accepted place in the American com¬
munity. To do this he serves as advisor and counselor to in¬
dividuals serving this group in much the same capacity as the
Guild caseworker serves the entire neighborhood...
A group called the Neighborhood Welfare CoDsnittee helped to
clarify the need for an employment and counseling service for
older, non-English speaking people and to cooperate with the
worker after he has put on the job in furnishing him with lists
of people needing...en^loyment and counseling on questions of
social security benefits, taxes, etc., for ...older people....
Although enqjloyment services are available to the comtaunity, the
special problems of finding jobs for people over 60 who also have
a severe language han^cap and are new to this country require
specialized services.
Also in the Job Description of the Assistant Director of Youth, casework
was listed and his duties involved: visits in connection with the telephone
calls (our old people do not speak English and they give their telephone
1
Evelyn Tubbs, "The Role of Friends Neighborhood Guild in Helping In-
Migrant Puerto Ricans Adjust in a New Community", (Unpublished Master's
Thesis, School of Social Work, Atlanta University, 1952), p. 18.
2
pesc:ription of the Program and Work of the Community Service Division,
Friends Neigl4)orhood Guild, 1951:. (ihipublished).
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number); School casesj where the parents are asking me to talk with the prin¬
cipal or with the teachers; visiting the sick or old people at their homes;
taking the sick people to the hospitals; taking unetqployed people to the Em¬
ployment Office,
In additionj he says "daily I have some cases which I have to transfer
to another officer at the Guild. I find out a case and I have to talk it
over with the proper officer.
Following is the Job Description of the Assistant Director of Community
Services and Supervisor of Individual Services of 19$ki
1, Available for conferences with staff in reference to members
regarding individual problems.
2, Group leader at different times. Groups have included:
millinery, mother's club, day-out club, career club, etc.
3, Crime Prevention visiting or referrals in area.
U. Individual case work service for members and non-members
who are either referred or seek help of own volition.
Attend staff and conmittee meetings.
6. Writing case records of individual services, monthly reports
and general reports.
7. Work on special assignments such as various surveys made of
community.
8. Conferences with supervisor, director, program director,
9. Making collateral contacts in reference to individual services.10.Supervisor for Puerto Rican workers.
Daily Duties: Keeping appointments for interviews, home
visiting, writing reports, letters, summaries.^
The cover letter for the 1953 casework report expressed gratitude and
1
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pleasure for their willingness in enabling the Guild to:
• ••demonstrate to us and to others the value of a caseworker
in a group work agency^ This has not only enriched our program
and allowed many persons to be served who would not have other¬
wise sought counsel for themselves and their families, but also
it has allowed us to serve some very distrubed people in our
neighborhood and in many cases to retain them in normal life^
The most is^ortant change in work for the year has been in
serving a large number of Displaced Persons • This has also in¬
volved interpreters and has meant a great deal to strangers in
a land they hope to make their home.^
Originally, the salary of the caseworker were paid for by a grant from
a private fund, because the local community chest at first did not conceive
of casework as a settlement house function^ ifowever, because of its demon¬
strated value as an agency function and as a community resource, when the
grant expired in 19^5f the Community Chest began to finance it^ As time
passed, the concept of the caseworker in a settlement house also changed^
The caseworker assumed more administrative and consultative responsibility;
and terminated her dual role as a group leader. This is demonstrated by the
Job description for the Guild caseworker for the Guild caseworker for 1957-
58:
Supervised 38 meetings of baby conference, handled distri¬
bution of Grandcsa coal, visited for F^ent Youth Aid Ccamnittee,
served as Consultant to Jefferson Neighborhood Council, and
organized five blocks clean-up campaigns with them, arranged
for special Xmas help from organizations for U7 needy families,
answered questions on surplus food, supervised opening of library
and located volunteers and tutors, arranged for club group to
create $500 campersbip fund which allowed 60 children from neigh¬
borhood to go to camp, placed 8 in Jobs, azranged meeting with
Puerto Sicans for farm labor, served as vice-chairman of Puerto
Rican Affairs Committee of the Health and Welfare Council and on
committee for publishing Housing Code-Manual in Spanish; 339 in¬
terviews, 308 referrals, 55 heme visits, U. community organization
meetings and other professional meetings.^
■^tter from Francis Bosworth, Executive Director, Friends Neighborhood
Guild, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, January 15, 1953*
2
Job Description Files, Friends Neighborhood Guild, Philadelphia, Penn¬
sylvania, January 26, 1962.
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Another caseworker's job with Operation Poplar was summarized thusly:
Takes referrals of neighborhood families where there are
children between 7 and 17 who have unusually difficult problems
that need help. Refers them to other agencies for treatment,
and other ag^cles and a case conference committee under the
Health and Welfare Cjuncil serves to give guidance and coordi¬
nation to this work.
Presently, there are two caseworkers in the Casework office, who share
the duties; one working three days a week and the other working two days a
week. In the job description of the latter of them, her duties with clients
are listed as follows and include:
A. Direct aid, information and interpretation, strengthening
client's ability to use his own resources, referral to other
facilities when appropriate;....
B. In charge of coal distribution for Grandom Institution and
other sources under the direction of Guild Business Manager
and District Manager of Grandora Institution.
C. In charge of Christmas distribution of food, clothing, toys,
and other gifts, and responsible for helping develop plans for
coordination of such giving in the local and city-^de community
and for casework follow through after Christmas to families
requesting such help.
D. Responsible for arranging opportunities for canning for local
boys and girls and referring them selectively.
E. Responsible for consultation and coordination with Guild case¬
worker (ass|gned three days a week) on common problems of the
department.
This job description is essentially the same for the other worker, in
addition to rendering like services to the Foreign bom. Moreover, the ser¬
vices of a caseworker in a settlement include:
...giving direct aid as appropriate; providing information
about community resources, and helping the client make realistic
choices; providing a relationship through which the client's ability
2
Job Description Files, Friends Neighborhood Guild, Philadelphia, Penn¬
sylvania, January 26, 1962.
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to use his own personal strengths can be enchancedj helping the
client identify his needs and to become constructively related
to other community services through which his needs can be met.^
The Guild has three projects under way which are geared toward improve¬
ment of social functioning within the Guild area by very different techniques;
however, two of these projects use casework.
By far the largest of these projects and the one with greatest longevity
is the Relocation program which began in October, I960.
The Guild contracted with Redevelopment Authority to relocate
the people and manage the properties in East Poplar ...agreeing
to relocate over 1,000 families and 500 single people.*^
The Relocation Ilanual lists the function of casework as follows:
...that of intelligent referral only...Before a client moves
out of the area we may go to considerable effort to help him solve
problems, particularly those preventing good relocation, but these
efforts must all be directed toward refeiu*ing the client to another
agency, unless our help can solve the problem in very few contacts.
This will be the exception.. .the clients with more difficult social
problems will be transfereed to the caseworker, or casework student.^
An explanation was given of:
...the social work oriented emphasis of the Relocation Office...
emphasizing the need for cooperation between the agencies in order
to facilitate referrals. The other agencies needing help from the
Relocation Office can refer cases to the office. In turn the...office
will refer cases who need the specialized services of other agencies
to those agencies. In conclusion, the Relocation Office had no in-
tentioxis of duplicating service. The office does not have facilities
1
Job Description Files, Friends Neighborhood Guild, Philadelphia, Penn¬
sylvania, January 26, 1962.
2
"Friends Neighborhood Guild Relocation Program for East Poplar Urban
Renewal Area Under Contract with Philadelphia Redevelopment Authority."
(Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Friends Neighborhood Guild, 1961), p. i; (Mimeo¬
graphed) .
3
"Guild Relocation Program Procedure for Relocation Workers Regised
September 1961." (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Friends Neighborhood Guild,
1961), p. 6. (Mimeographed).
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or staff to offer specialized casework service. It instead^ how-
ever^ wishes to work with any agencies already involved on a case^
bring to the attention of other agencies, cases they might serve,
and help other agencies needing our specific skills in relocation.
The relocation population can generally be categorized as follows:
1) Brief service: Those families who need merely concrete service
and have no special problem.
2) Relocation problem: Those families who have problems directly
related to their relocation.... The service herein provided is
largely informational and educational.
3) Working with families having social or emotional problems etc*,
that are obstructing their relocation into decent, safe, and
sanitary housing.
2
The caseworkers are largely concerned with category 3....
The Loeb project is a special project which renders services to multi-
problem families* It believes that: *..the family, (its unity, its strength
and the interaction of its members') is the primary unit for nurturing heal¬
thy, self-respecting, productive individuals j that healthy family life is
basic to community life; and that community life influences the abilities of
individuals and families to achieve meaningful relationships to each other
and to society* Furthermore:
The position of Guild Family Worker has been established in
03?der for the Guild to extend and deepai the services which it
offers to families. It enables the Guild to unify, coordinate
and integrate its services so that more help can be given to
families as \mits, supplementing and hopefully strengthening
other Guild services to individuals within families* The family
Worker tries to help families - and individuals within families -
inqprove their ability to perform the essential tasks of life and
to utilize, constructively, available community reso\u‘ces*
. * *the Guild Family Worker is currently assigned to a special
experimental research project (Loeb) to work in cooperation with
several other designated agencies for children under the age of 18
in families which have been unable to fulfill adequately the usual
basic minimum family functions* Her work is a further projection
^* Cam, "S^iends Neighborhood Guild Relocation Program Report of Meet¬
ing with Social Agencies", (Philadelphia, Peiuisylvania, Friends Neighborhood
Guild, i960), p* 2* (Mimeographed).
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of Giaild (settlement) services in vhich there will be esqperi-
mentaticm with methods of helping this type of family* • • The
family worker represents the Guild as the friendly neighbor
who does not wait to be asked to help*^
Discussion by the writer of this segment of agency functions provides
the final step in the evolutionary development of the services of the Guild
from its inception in 1879 to its present stage, emphasizing its focus - the
neighborhood; its motto - the Guild Is people; and its method of effecting
social functioning through casework, education-reoreation, group work, urban
renewal, housing, and community organization, based upon the religious philo»
sophy of the Society of Frimids and the philosophy of the Settlement movement.
Furthermore, this evolution of services by the Guild to the community,
considering all phases of its program, exen^lifles the provision of services
and the nature of some of these services toward the end of affecting the
social functioning of people in the neighborhood*
Even though the writer is aware of the broad scope of the agency's pro¬
gram, for the purpose of fulfilling the research design, he will concentrate
on the services rendered by the Casework Depaartment of Friends NeigM)orhood
Guild* However, it is understood that the interrelationship of these parts
cannot be eliminated in evaluating the findings of the study*
I
Job Description Files, Friends Nelghbcurhood Guild, Philadelphia, Penn-
^Ivanla, January 26, 1962*
CHAPTER HI
CLASSIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF SCHEDULE CONTENT
The infonnation gathered by the writer for the sttidy of the practice
of assessment by the Casework Depax^ent of Friends Neighborhood Guild is
herein subjected to analysis and classification# These data on the
schedules were the same items catalogued on the tentative model of social
work assessment prepared by the Human Growth and the Research Committee of
the Atlanta Itoiversity School of Social Work. These items were classified
under two major headings —• personality factors and socio*^ultural factors.
The schedule content was examined by the method of content analysis,
that is, the assessment information was classified by nine points and
applied to each item on the schedule (see Appendix). The findings from
this analysis and classification of the schedule's excerpts coit^rise the
content of this chapter. Tables for eigjit of the nine classification
points are illustrated with interpretations of the major findings. In the
analysis more than one excerpt is given for some variables and for other
variables one excerpt is given. The excerpts for each variable fluctuate,
and range in some instances from numbers below twenty to numbers exceeding
twenty.
The hi^ili^ts of the findings therefore are e 3q)lored accordingly.
Personality Factors
Intellectual Potential.*—When the nine points were applied to this
item, data were found on nineteen schedules. In nine instances the data
originated with the caseworker in the agency, and in five instances with
the school counselors. Nineteen excerpts were located in the narrative.
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The sources of data in eleven instances were the ohsearvation of the case¬
worker or other professional, the client in four, and some other person
in four. In sixteen instances the information was secured from one source^
Six excerpts were made during intake, six during the service phase, and
six at a stage in agency contact which was undeterminable from -Uie infor¬
mation collected. In eight excerpts, the client was the person discussed,
the children in seven, and the father in three. Fifteen of these excerpts
represent an interpretation, and four data plus interpretation.
The excerpts were classified as falling xtnder three general subheadings:
(l) psychological measurement—three IQ test scores and a verbal ability
percentile; (2) estimations of intellectual potential, for example, "•••
child judged to be slow, but not moron;" (3) adequate or inadequate funct¬
ioning in situations, for exanple, .contributed well in the group
through suggestions and leadership;" "in some areas she seemed to be xmder
her age level,"
Basic Thrust,—Information was listed on all schedules for this item,
of which fifteen instances were secured by the caseworker in the agency,
three by a social worker in another agency, and two by the group worker in
the agency. The narrative contained nineteen items. The sources of these
data were the observations or impressions of the caseworker in eleven
instances, and data from the clients in nine.
The breadth of data indicated that there was one source of information
in ei^teen exceipts, of which ten were secured during intake, and ei^t
during the service phase. In addition, the client was discussed in nineteen
excerpts, eleven of which are listed as data, and seven were listed as data
plus interpretation.
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These excerpts were divided into two primary subheadings—tendency to
respond to certain stimuli or situations (12) and innate propensity to
satisfy basic needs (l6)« An exanple of the former Is, "•••seems to lack
any real initiative,” and an exajiple of the latter, "•••restless, demands
eonttant activity^”
Physical Potential^—This item was listed on nineteen schedules, and in
seventeen excerpts, the information was obtained by the caseworker in the
agency* The variable was located in the narrative in seventeen instances,
of which fifteen of the items were the observations or Impressions of the
caseworker or other professionals This information in sixteen instances
was from one sources Fifteen items were obtained during intake, and seven¬
teen out of twenty items dealt with the client* Nine of the excerpts were
data plus interpretation, five were interpretations ozily, and five were data
only*
The classification thought to be most appropriate to the writer,
according to the data was* (1) general appearance - "•,,rather husky boy
with dark, wavy hairy (2) general physical structure - "•••Mr* Q is quite
large in stature*••}” (U) physical reaction to stress - "*«*They did not
even have energy enou^ to run around to keep warmj" (U) physical defi¬
ciencies - ”***ri^t leg amputated.•,one kidney removed•••mid-thi^ ampu-
tation***ahd partial anputation of left foot*®
Physiological Functioning*—Data were obtained on ei^teen of the sche¬
dules and by the caseworker in the agency in seventeen of the excerpts*
Sixteen excerpts were found in the narrative^ in ei^t instances the infor¬
mation was given by the client and in ei^t instances, they represented the
observations or inpressions of caseworker or other professional* These data were
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taken from one source in fifteen instances. The same ntiniber of instances
were elicited during the intake phase. Of this number, twelve excerpts
discussed the client, and a like number of instances were of data only, and
in six cases, data plus interpretation.
Further, these excerpts were looked upon as indicating: (l) normal or
abnormal functioning according to the stage of development (17)j (2)
illness in nine instances, and (3) health in one instance.
Identifiable Patterns for Reacting to Stress and Restoring IJynamic
]Bquilibrtum,-«-For this category there were twenty incidences of data, and
seventeen of the excerpts were secured by the caseworker in the agency.
The narrative contained ei^teen excerpts; the clients were the source of
data in twelve Instances, and the caseworker's or other professional's
observations or in^ressions were listed in ten instances. In seventeen
instances the information was obtained from one source, and in ei^teen
Instances during the intake period. The person discussed in nineteen in¬
stances was the client. The information illustrated Indicated that in
ten instances these were data plus interpretation, in seven instances data
only, and in foTir, interpretations only.
These items were structured under two major subheadings, defense
meachanisms (12) and adaptive mechanisms (13), An exanple of the former is,
"he talked steadily and it was difficult to interrupt him with questions,"
And an example of the latter is "••,he has made excellent adjustment in the
use of protheses,"
Internal Organization of the Personality,—Data were obtained on all
schedules for this category, and in nineteen instances by the caseworker in
the agency. This information was located in the narrative in ei^teen
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cases, lias obtained from the client twelve times, and from the impressions
or observations of the caseworker or other professional ten times* In
addition, the infoxmiation came fl^m one source seventeen times; the infor¬
mation was secTired during the intake phase eighteen times, and the client
was discussed in the excerpts nineteen times* Data plus interpretation
were indicated in ten excerpts, data only in eight instances, and inter¬
pretation only in four statements*
Personality organization was classified into three broad categories
indicating eithert (l) personality integration; (2) personality disinte¬
gration; or (3) capacity for growth* There were six excerpts showing the
first category, twelve excerpts showing the second, and ei^t excerpts
showing the latter*
Degree of Maturity*—Data were obtained on all the schedules for this
item, also, of which seventeen excerpts were obtained by the caseworker
in the agency and in addition, ei^teen of the excerpts were located in
the narrative* Data were obtained from the observations and impressions
of the caseworker or other professional in fifteen excerpts, and from
the client in five* The information was secured from one source in seven¬
teen instances, during intake in twelve instances, and in ei^t instances
during the service phase* In sixteen excerpts the client was discussed,
with ten excerpts showing that the information contained data plus inter¬
pretations, and in eight excexpts, data only*
This category was looked upon as either showing adequate role pe3>
fozmance (nine instances) or inadequate role performance (fo\irteen instances}*
Both categories were subdivided into social, physical, and emotional maturity
or lack of maturity*
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Self_Lnage.—Again, data were obtained on all schedules; eighteen of
the excerpts were obtained by the caseworker in the agency, and twenty
excerpts were listed as found in the narrative. These data were obtained
from the client in twelve instances, and in nine instances indicated the
impressions or observations of the caseworker or other professional*
These statements were secured from one source in nineteen Instances; eleven
excerpts were secured during Intake, and eleven excerpts were secux^d
during the service phase* The client was discussed in nineteen excerpts,
of which seventeen excerpts represented a datum only^ and six excerpts re~
presented an interpretation only*
Self-image was subdivided into the following subheadings indicating
a person’s concept of himself: (l) self-esteem, (2) sense of identity,
(3) sense of one's capacities, and (U) sense of meaning* In addition,
these subheadings were looked upon as being either positive (thirteen
excerpts), or negative (fifteen exces^pts)*
Patterns of Interpersonal Relationships*—On nineteen schedules data
were obtained, and sixteen excerpts were secured by the caseworker in
the agency* Furtheimore, seventeen excerpts were found in the narrative;
in thirteen excerpts these data reflected the impressions or observations
of the caseworker or other professional, and in nine instances data from
the client* Fourteen of the excerpts came from one soiarce* Eleven
excerpts were obtained during intake and ei^t excerpts during the service
phase* The person dlsctissed in the excerpts in fifteen instances was the
client; ^even times the information indicated that the excerpt represented
data plus interpretations, and nine times a datum*
This variable was classified under nine subheadings, including
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acceptance (seven excerpts)^ rejection (six), permissive (one), flexibility
(three), rigidity (two), love (two), hate (four), domination (two), and
svibmission (two)*
Internalizations (In the Form of Attitudes)*—-Out of the twenty
schedules, data were obtained on nineteen for this variable* For twelve of
the excerpts data were obtained by the caseworker at the agency, four
excerpts indicating that the data originated with a social worker In another
agency, and three excerpts from the group workers in the agency* In fifteen
instances, the data were located in the narrative, for ten items the client
was the soxu'ce of the informationj for nine items the observations or im>
pressions of the caseworker or other professional were the sources of data*
The statements in the excerpts came from one person in el^teai excerpts*
This information was obtained during the service phase in ten excerpts,
during the intake phase in five, and in four instances in which the stage
of agency contact was undeterminable* The person discussed In sixteen
excerpts was the client* The excerpts could be further analyzed as re~
presenting data plus interpretations for fifteen exceirpts and data only in
three excerpts*
These internalizations were represented as being either positive or
negative beliefs, values, norms, or activity patterns* Aa example of a
belief is, ''***Jim had absorbed the attitudes of his parents, part being
that they are better than the people of Berics County* Parents often
referred to the local people as being "rubes," "uncouth," "stupid," and
"absurd*" Lastly, an activity pattern described in the excerpts indicated
that, "**.Mr* G* deserted family in 19UB, three months in jail, was an
auto mechanic who draiik overly and was very abusive*
3U
Socio-C\iltural Factors
Beliefs««»~Thi3 factor was obtained on el^teen schediiles^ and the
information was obtained by the caseworker in fifteen excerpts* This in¬
formation was found in the narrative seventeen tijaes^ given by the client
in ten instances and represented the observations and inqpressions of the
caseworker or other professionals in ei^t excezpts* The statements on
the schedules came from one source in el^teen excerpts^ seven of idiich
were taken during intake^ seven taken during the service phase, and four
excerpts were obtained at a stage in contact ^ich was undeterminable* The
client was discussed in sixteen items, and all the excerpts could be looked
upon as data plxis interpretation in nine excezpts, and data in ei^t
excerpts*
In addition, these beliefs were classified as either being agency
beliefs or personal beliefs—positive and negative*
Values*—This variable was found on the twenty schedules* The case¬
worker obtained the information in fourteen instances, in addition letters were
listed as the origin in five instances* The data were located in the
narrative nineteen times. They were obtained from the client in eleven
instances; in nine Instances the information represented the observations
or impressions of the caseworker or other professional* On all schedules
the information was derived from one sotuxe: Ten of the excerpts were
secured during intake; six of the excerpts were secured during the service
phase, and four excerpts were secured at some undeterminable point during
contact* Of this number of excerpts, fifteen referred to the client*
Thirteen of the excerpts represented data plus interpretations, and six of
the excerpts represented data only*
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Activity Pattems«-—Data on this variable were foimd on all twenty
schediiles. This Information was obtained by the caseworker In sixteen
excerpts* Data were found In the narrative in eighteen excerpts. They
represented the observations or Impressions of the caseworker In sixteen
excerpts, and data from the client In five Instances# Porthennore, this
Information came f^om one source on sixteen schedules# It was found to
have been secured during the service phase eight times, during the Intake
phase seven times, and at some imdetenalnable point In five cases. The
person discussed fifteen times in the excerpts was the client# The infor¬
mation represented data plus interpretation in eleven excerpts, data only
in seven excerpts#
Family#—Data were obtained for this variable on nineteen schedules.
In nineteen excerpts, the data were obtained by the caseworker in the
agency# They were located In the narrative in fifteen excerpts and were
on the face card in eight exceppts# In nine excerpts this Information was
obtained from the client, and in nine excerpts the information represents
the impressions or observations of the caseworker or other professional,
Fifteen of the excerpts were obtained from one source. They were elicited
during intake eleven times, during the service phase five, and three were
undeterminable. The client was the person discussed in the excerpts
eleven times, the wife or mother in six excerpts, and the entire family in
four excerpts# Furthermore, this information was considered to be data
only In sixteen excerpts#
This variable was looked upon as either discussing the family's com¬
position, for exangjle, “Mrs, C, and her four dau^tersj" the family's
description, for exan^jle, “,,,Outwardly a closely knit family, but this is
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a closeness fastened by outside difficulties•..Mrs. D, is in a situation
-where she is surrounded by six males she can't handle."
Education.-~-This variable was obtained on seventeen schedules. In
thirteen excerpts the information was obtained by the caseworker in the
agency^ and by the school counselor in five excerpts. The information
obtained by them was located in the narrative in seventeen excerpts. It
represented information from the observation or inpressions of the case¬
worker or other professional in fourteen excerpts^ and Information
secured from the client in four excerpts. There was one source of data in
sixteen excerpts* Ten of the excerpts the data were obtained during intake,
and in fo\ir during the seivice phase* Thirteen of the excerpts discussed
the client* In sixteen instances, data only were indicated*
The ejroerpts were categorized as either showing positive reaction (6),
for exaitple, "*..he was able to finish his hi^ school education and
entered the University of Munich*.*ready for final examinations for Masters
Degree at the University of Madrid;" negative reactions (7), for exanple,
"••*problem around school adjustment with Evelyn;" special services (5)
rendered by the school, for exanple, *,,*they have a speech therapist and
Willie ml^t be entered in speech class*and educational level, for
example, "*.*Tenple University hi^ school...Tenple University."
Peer Groups*—Data were obtained in this variable on fifteen schedules*
The information was obtained by the caseworker in ten excerpts and by the
group workers in the agency in four excerpts* This information was placed
in the narrative eleven times, and in summaries four times* This data re¬
presented the Impressions or observations of the caseworker or other pro¬
fessional in ten excerpts, and information from the client in four*
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fifteen e^ccerpts were secured during the intake phase^ and six during the
service phase* Of this information^ nine of the excerpts discussed the
client, and nine discussed nonfrelatlTes* Nine of the excerpts repre¬
sented data only, and five, data plus interpretation*
Peer groups ifbre further analyzed and these subheadings were developed—
gangs, friendship groups, agency-sponsored groups, special-interest groups,
and difficulty with peer relationships* One exan^^le of this variable is,
"***the boys started to play***and they were having so much fun and making
so much noise that Andy finally came over and joined the group**'
Ethnic Groups*—IJpon analysis of the schedules, it was fotind that this
variable was on fifteen schedules* The caseworker obtained the infozma-
tion in fourteen excerpts, and recorded the information in the narrative
in nine excerpts and on the face card in five excerpts* This information
represented the observations and inpressions of the caseworker in fourteen
instances* This information was obtained from one source fifteen times and
during Intake (fourteen excerpts)* The client was the person discussed in
the excerpts fourteen times and represented data only, a like nuii^er of
times*
The data fell tmder three major headings indicating that the client
was a member of a majority group (two excerpts), minority group (ten
excerpts), and immigrant group (three excerpts)*
Class*—Data for this variable were obtained on thirteen schedules,
and were secured by the caseworker in twelve excerpts* This information was
recorded in the narrative twelve timesj ei^t timestthe data were obtained
from the observations or in^ressions of the caseworker, and six times
directly from the client* The information originated from one source on all
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thirteen schedules, and during the Intake phase on twelve occasions* The
client was discussed in the excerpt ei^t times, and a non*>relative three
times* Also, the excerpts represented data only in ten excerpts, and inter¬
pretations only in three excerpts*
With one exception in which the excerpt? discussed uppernaiddle class;
all the other excerpts discussed people in the lower socio-econoiule class,
for exan^le, "•••Formerly he worked at junking*• •His wife continues the
woxk of collecting old clothes and newspapers and some of these were to
be seen piled in the room*”
Political Groups*—For this variable, data were obtained on ei^teen
schedules* In twelve excerpts, the caseworker secured the information,
and seventeen excerpts were located in the narrative* These data were
obtained from the caseworker or other professional's observations or im¬
pressions in ten excerpts, and from the client directly in six excerpts*
The data were derived from one source in sixteen excerpts; were obtained
during intake in eleven excerpts, and during some phase of contact which
was uiuieterminable in four excerpts* The grot^ dlscuseed in sixteen ex¬
cerpts were nonp*relative and all the excerpts (sixteen) represented data
only*
The political groups discussed on the schedules were the jbntied Services
(four). Health Services (two). Public Housing (one), and Law-ihforcement
Agencies and Personnel (twenty-nine)*
Economic Groups*—This variable was recorded on ei^teen schedules*
Thirteen of the excerpts were obtained by the caseworker in the agency, and
four by a social worker in another agency* In twelve Instances the infor¬
mation was listed in the narrative* The data were obtained from the client
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in ten excearpts* They represented observations or in^ressions of the case¬
worker or other professional in nine excerpts* This variable was obtained
from one soairce seventeen times* Information was accorded during intake
twelve times^ and at some point in the agency conbact which is undetemin^
able five times* In eleven instances the client was the person discussed
in the excerpts, and a non-relative in six instances* Seventeen of the
excerpts represented data only*
The economic groups discussed were sub-divided into three major sub¬
headings, Public-subsidized (sixteen)j for example, IJPA, ADC| Distribution
of Services and Ck>ods (ei^t)$ for example, '^***Self-Reliance Organization***
IJkrainian organization, can help people on Jobs but the applicant needs to
come for helpj" and Production (four)j for example, "factory worker*"
Religious Groups,—Data were obtained for this variable on seven
schedules, and in all instances by the caseworker* The data were located
In the face card in five excerpts and in the narrative in three* Also
this information was obtained from the client in five instances, and re¬
presents the observation or in^ressions of the caseworker or other pro¬
fessional in two excerpts* All data (seven) originated from one source,
and in four instances the information was obtained during intake, and in
two instances during the services stage of contact* The person discussed
in the excerpt in six instances was the client, and the information
recorded represents data only, (seven)*
This variable was subdivided into three subheadings: Catholic (four)^
Protestant (three)5 and other, "Buddhist*"




Assessment Factors Data Obtained No Data
Personality Factors
Intellectual Potential 19 1
Basic Thrust 20 «
Physical Potential 19 1
Physiological Functioning 18 2
Identifiable Patterns 20 -
Internal Organization 20 -









Activity Patterns 20 -
Family 19 1
Education 17 3
Peer Gx^ups 15 5
Ethnic Groves 15 5
Class 13 7
Teiritorial Grov^js 20
Political Groups 18 2
Economic Grovqps 18 2






















Intellectual Potential 9 2 2 5 1 1
Basic Thrust 15 3 2 1 - -
Physical Potential 17 1 - 2 mm 1
Physiological Functioning 17 1 - 1 - It
Identifiable Patterns 17 2 - 1 - -
Internal Organization 19 1 - - - -
Degree of Maturity 17 - - k - -
Self-linage 18 2 - 2 - -
Patterns of Interpersonal
Relationship 16 3 1 - - 1
Internalization 12 h 3 - - 1
Subtotal 157 19 8 16 1 8
Socio-Cultural Factors
Beliefs 15 wm 3 2
Values lit 1 5 - -
Activity Patterns 16 2 2 1 - -
Family 19 2 «• - - 1
Education 13 1 - 5 3
Peer Grot^s 10 2 It - - 5
Ethnic Groves lU 1 - - - 5
Class 12 1 > — mm 7
Territorial Groups «• - mm mm 1
Political Groves 12 2 - 1 3 2
Economic Groups 13 U - mm 1 2
Religious Groups 7 - - - 13
Subtotal 5115 16 11 10 It III
Total 302 35 19 26 5
Data were obtained which totalled 37U yes Items on the schedules
and slxty-£iix. no items* This total of 37U was almost equally distri¬
buted between personality factors (19U) and socio-cultural factors (l8P),
however, for the negative responses, soclb-cultural factors had a greater
number of eases in idilch no data were obtained* Information was obtained
for seven variables on all twenty schedules, for five variables the in¬
formation was available on nineteen schedules, and for four variables the
infozmiation was obtained on sixteen schedules* None of the personality
factors had an incidence lower than el^teen, however, at least half of the
socio-cultural factors had an incidence of less than sixteen, ranging
from seventeen for one variable to no instance for another variable*
Accordingly, the "no data* column showed a corresponding relationship
with the "data obtained" column* For the personality factors, there
were only six instances where no data were available, but this ratio
was decideHLy larger for the socio-culttiral factors* In comparison,
there were siacbyi instances where no data were available about socio¬
cultural factors*
There was a grand total of 387 incidences of data for both person¬
ality and socio-cultural factors* Three hundred two of this number of
excerpts were obtained by the caseworker in the agency for both of the
factors* There was only a twelve point differential between personality
factors (157) and socio-cultural factors (lU5)«
The next largest figure indicated that the information came from a
social worker in other agency in thirty-five instances, and other discip¬
line in other agencies in twenty-six instances* For no variable was the
caseworker the sole information source, and only for two variables, internal
TABLE 3
LOCATION OF DATA IN RECORD
Assessment Factors Face Card Narrative Record Letters Summary No Data
Personality Factors
Ihtellecttial Potential 17 > 1 1
Basic Thrust - 19 - 1 1
Physical Potential - 17 - 2 1
Physiological Functioning - 18 mm - 2
Identifiable Patterns - 18 1 1 mm
Internal Organization - 19 - 1 -
Degree of Maturity 18 1 1 -
Self-linage - 20 - 1 * 4
Patterns of Interpersonal Relationships - 17 - 2 1 ^
Intemalization - 1^ - h 1
Subtotal - 178 2 lU 6
Socio-Cultural Factors
Beliefs 17 1 2
Values - 19 1 - -
Activity Patterns « 18 - 2 m
Family 8 15 - - 1
Education 1 17 - 1 3
Peer Groups Ml 11 - h 5
Ethnic Grot:Q)8 5 9 - 1 5
Class m 12 - 1 7
Territorial Grovqps m - - - -
Political Groups - 17 «• 1 2
Economic Groups 3 12 - 2 2
Religious Groups 3 - - 13
Subtotal 22 150 1 13 itO
Total 22 328 3 27 h6
organization of the personality and the family were there as many as nine*
teen excerpts. In addition, there vere only nineteen instances in which
another discipline within the agency (group workers) secux^d infoiroation
about the person discussed in the excexpts. The largest number of instances
where this information was contributed by the group workers pertained to
peer grot^s (U)> whereas the largest number of instances of infonnation
originating from other disciplines in anoidier agency was five for in¬
tellectual potential and education. The no data column again was con¬
spicuously large for socio-oultural factors (liL).
There was a grand total of 38O items for the twenty-two variables for
both factors. Of this number, data were fomd in 328 instances in the
iMirrative, 178 indicating personality factors and 1^0 indicating socio¬
cultural factors. The one category idiere all information was found in the
narrative was on self-image. For the others they again varied greatly.
The next largest category, with the exception of the no data column,
was of summaries (27), relatively closely followed by the face card.
However, it is iraraediately evident that on the face card no personality
factors were foundj however, several socio-cultural factors were listed
there, the family (8), ethnic groups (5), and religious groups (5)#
The summary Information was about equally distributed nvimerically between
the two factors.
The grand total of all the variables excezpts was UOl^ of which the
larger totals were 222 for the observations or impressions of the case¬




















Intellectual Potential U U 1 1 11 mm 1
Basic Thrust 9 - 1 11 - mm
Physical Potential 3 - tm h 15 1 1
Physiological Functioning: 8 2 1 1 8 - 2
Identifiable Patterns 12 - - 10 - -
Ihtemal Organization 9 - 1 - 12 - -
Degree of Maturity 5 - - 1 15 - -
Self-Image 12 - - - 9 - -
Patterns of Interpersonal
Relationships 9 1 - «• 13 - 1
IntemallzatIons 10 1 - mm 9 - 1
Subtotal tJl B 3 b 113 1 6
Soclo-Cultural Factors
Beliefs 10 • • 8 «• 2
Values 11 1 9 •
Activity Patterns 5 1 - - 16 - <•
Family 9 - 2 - 9 - 1
Education k - - mm lit - 3
Peer Groins k - - - 10 1 5
Ethnic Groxips 1 - - - Hi > 5
Class 6 - > • 8 • 7
Territorial Qrot:5>s - - - - - • 1
Political Groups 6 1 - - 10 2 2
Economic Groups 10 - - - 9 2
Religious Groups 5 - - - 2 13
Subtotal 70 3 2 m 109 3 ill








Intellectual Potential 18 1 1
Basic Thrust 18 2
Physical Potential 16 3 1
Physiological Functioning 15 3 2
Identifiable Patterns 17 3 flS
Internal Organization 16 k mm
Degree of Maturity 17 3 -
Self-Image 19 1 -
Patterns of Interpersonal
Relationships 11* 5 1
Internalizations 18 1 1




Activity Patterns 18 2
Family 18 1 1
Education 16 1 3
Peer Grot^s 15 m 5
Ethnic Gx>oxps 15 - 5
Class 13 - 7
Territorial Grotqps - - 20
Political Groups 16 2 2
Economic Groups 17 1 2
Religious Gro\:qps 7 - 13
Subtotal 173 7 60
Total 3ia 33 66
U7
In the ingjressions or observations of the caseworker or other pro¬
fessional, the larger incideiuse, or variables showing frequency of ten or
more, numbered twelve, and the frequency for data obtained from the client
numbered six* For the former, the categories were, intellectual potential
(11), basic thrust (U), physical potential (l5), identifiable patterns
(lO), internal organization of the personality (12), degree of maturity
patterns of interpersonal relationships (13)> activity patterns (l6),
education (lU), ethnic groups (ll;), and political groxqps (10)* For the
latter, the major incidences occurred for these variables, identifiable
patterns (12), self-image (12), Internalizations (lO), beliefs (lO), values
(U), and economic groups (10)«
The worker's impressions were about equally distributed between per¬
sonality factors (113) and socio-cultural factors (109)* iU-so, the in¬
formation secured £rom the client directly was about evenly distributed-
personality factors (8l) and socio-CTiltural factors (70)* Again, the
"no data* category was rather large (1^7), especially for socio-cultural
factors (lA)*
The grand total of all information on the table was 37¥ items, of
^dilch 3Ul were derived from one source* The next largest category was of
sixby-six items - no data*
Values was the only category which had twenty instances in it from any
soxirce* The next largest incidence of (18) was for Intellectual potential,
basic thrust, intei*nallzatlons, briefs, activity patterns, family* The
exception to this, however, was self-image with a ft*equency of 19*
Ijiforraation came from two sources in twenty-six excerpts for personality
factors, and for socio-cultural factors in seven axcerpts* This incidence
18
TABLE 6
STAGE IN CONTACT WHEN INJORMATION OBTAINED




Intellectual Potential 6 6 6 1
Basic Thriist 10 8 h -
Physical Potential 1^ 3 1 1
Physiological Functioning 1^ 3 - 2
Identifiable Patterns 18 2 «■ -
Internal Organization 15 5 1 -
Degree of Mattirity 12 8 2 -
Self-Image 11 11 1 ••
Patterns of Intezpersonal
Relationships 11 8 1
Internalizations 5 10 u 1
Subtotal iiib 6U 19 6
Socio-Cultural Factors
Beliefs 7 7 h 2
Values 10 6 h -
Activity Patterns 7 8 5 -
Family 11 5 3 1
Edtication 10 U 3 3
Peer Grovips 8 6 1 5
Ethnic Groins lU 1 - 5
Class 12 m 1 7
Territorial Grotqps m - - 20
Political Grot5)s 11 3 U 2
Economic Groups 12 2 5 2
Religious Groups 5 2 1 13
S\ibtotal 106 Ul* 31 60
Total 225 108 50 66
indicates an orientation to fill gaps for personality factors, with a
lesser tendency to do the same for socio-cultural factors* This was further
bom out by the "no data" colomm which had a hi^er incidence tinder socio¬
cultural factors (60) as contrasted with an Incidence of six for person¬
ality factors*
The grand total of all the factors was 383, of which 22^ items were
secured during intake, 108 items during the service phase, and fifty at
some undeterminable stage in agency contact*
The writer divided the stage in contact when Information was obtained
into the Intake phase and the service phase* The Intake phase means that
period in agency contact before a case folder is opened, and notes are
taken on the back of the face card* The first two contacts are con¬
sidered brief contacts, unless the worker evaluates that more time is
needed to assist this client in the solution of his problem* At this
point, the service phase begins* Usually, the service phase begins when
the client comes to the agency for the third time* A ease folder is then
opened on the client In which recording is made of the services rendered*
During intake over half the items used in the schedule were secured,
and the average number was ten or over for fifteen variables* ilso, in^
formation about personality factors were secured 118 times during intake
as compared with sixty-four during the service phase* The ratio is some¬
what greater for socio-cultxiral factors seoTired during intake (10?) as
compared with forty-four during service* At some undeterminable point
during contact, fifty items were secTired that would have altered the
previous two columns, as thirty-one of these factors were socio-cultural*
TABLE 7















Intellectual Potential 8 3 1 7 1 1
Basic Thrust 19 mm 2 - - - - - -
Physical Potential 17 - - 1 1 mm - - 1
Physiological Functioning 12 2 u 3 1 - - - 2
Identifiable Patterns 19 2 1 - mm - - - -
Internal Organization 18 1 1 - - mm - - -
Degree of Maturity 16 1 1 1 1 - - mm mm
Self-Ima^ 19 «• 1 1 1 mm - -
Patterns of Interpersonal
Relationships 15 u 3 1 mm «• 1
Internalizations 16 1 - 1 «• 1 - •• 1
Subtotal 159 10 15 17 5 2 - - 6
Socio-Cultural Factors
Beliefs 16 2 «n 2
Values 15 2 - 1 - 1 1 - -
Activity Patterns 15 1 1 2 - 1 •• -
Family 11 3 6 2 1 - - 4 1
Education 13 1 - 2 MB mm 2 - 2
Peer Gmups 9 - - 1 - 9 1 - 5
Ethnic Groups Hi - 1 mm - 1 - - 5
Glass 8 2 2 - mm 3 • 1 7
Territorial Groups > - mm mm > - • «• 20
Political Grovqjs 1 1 mm 1 mm 16 - - 2
Economic Groups 11 2 1 2 1 6 tm 2
Religious Grotgjs 6 - 1 - - - - - 13
Subtotal 119 14 12 11 2 2b 4 5 6o












Intellectual Potential IS U
Basie Thrust 11 2 7 m
niysical Potential S s 9 1
Hiysiological Functioning 12 - 6 2
Identifiable Patterns 7 k 10 -
Inteimal Organization 7 2 11 «■
Degree of Mat\irity 8 2 10 -
Self-Image 17 6 1 -
Patterns of Interpersonal
Relationships 9 3 n 1
Internalizations 3 1 IS 1
Subtotal 79 Uo 6k s
Socio-Cult\iral Factors
Briefs 8 1 9 2
Values 6 1 13 •
Activity Patterns 7 3 11
Family 16 1 1 1
Education 16 1 - 3
Peer Gbx>tq;>s 9 1 S S
Ethnic Groups lU 1 S
Class 10 3 m 7
Territorial Groxqps - «• 20
Political Groi5>s 18 •• 2
Economic Groups 17 - 1 2
Religiotis G3?ot:Q}s 7 •• 13
Subtotal 128 n ia 80
Total 207 Si 12S 6S
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No data were recorded sixty-?ix times, and again sixty of these
deficits occurred under the socio-cultTiral factor* Two outstanding items
were territorial groiq)s (20) and religious groups (13)*
Data were obtained for personality factors and socio-cultural factors
U03 times, with the subtotals for the largest category amounting to 278
of this number* Infoxmation obtained about the clients was by far the
largest incidence of data*
These data also indicate that people very close to the clients were
consulted when additional information was meded about the client and his
relationships or his potential relationships with people or agencies
(family, political grotqps and peer groiq>s), especially*
The "no data "coliimn was strongly weighted under the socl0*^ultural
factors, even though there were a greater variety of other resources of
contacts made*
The grand total of data obtained was 383 items of idilch the majority
of items represented data only, followed by data plus interpretations,
and interpretations only*
However, several tendencies were evident* In the "data" column, more
socloocultural factors seemed to be a statement of fact or an assumption with¬
out iny explanation* the data plus interpretation column, it is
evident that personality factors are given interpretations or rationale
twice as frequently as they are for socio-cultural factors* Likewise,
this is true of the "inbexpretation" column, \diere the r atio is three to
one*
The frequency of the no data for soeio-cxiltural factors further indi¬
cates the propensity to be more concerned about the individual than the
environmental influences upon the individual*
CHAPTER 17
INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Based on the variety of terms 'used 'bo describe the same idea, assess¬
ment of social functioning in social -work, the faculty of Atlanta Ifeiverslty
and the students of -the Class of 1962, planned a research study in an
attempt to discover empirically how agencies assessed their clientele in
order 'bo render social services. This objective was puirsued by thirty-six
second-year students during their six-month block placement at various
social agencies. The students fulfilled -bhe purpose of the study by
securing a saitgile pf agency records and placing the information found on
twenty schedules to be con^jared with the concepts on the tentative model
of social assessment constructed by the faculty and students. Originally,
the sample records were 'bo encompass a one-year peidod, in order 'bo procure
the agency's present method of assessment. However, because of the study's
criteria, the writer's san5)le was exbended a year, that is, 'the san^jle
covered the period exbending from June 1, to May 31, 1961,
This process was carried out by the student at Friends Nei^orhood
Guild, one of the oldest settlemenb houses in Philadelphia. The Guild is
located in an area high in disease, vice, poverty, d.derly persons, de¬
linquency, social disorganization, and people generally in the lower socio¬
economic class. Althou^ true of much of the Guild area, 'bhere are stable
neighborhoods in 'bhe area where this disorganization is not as e'Tident. Ih
addition, part of the Guild nei^orhood is in transition because of a
relocation project and 'bhe resultant displacement of over 1,000 families
and ^00 single persons into decent, safe, and sanitary housing. Howe'ver,
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this is but one method by which the Guild has endeavored to develop its
multi-functional services with this heterogeneous, socially-disorganized
community. Some of the other services developed by the Guild as needed
to affect segments of the commxmity's social functioning include: an
education, recreation program, library, counseling and youth opportunities
programs; arem youth work; community organization; services to individuals;
housing; special projects—homemaking, and Loeb Projects, services to
m\ilti-problem families; and group work services*
Althou^ the Guild's neighborhood is heterogoieous, and multiple
ethnic groups live within the agency's botuadaries, the majority of the
clientele is Negro* There is a fee charged for membership, based on age
and family participation in Education-Recreation program. This is true
only of this department of the Guild, The special projects and the case¬
work department do not require a paid membership.
Originally, casework services were conceived of as a method of keeping
Negro delinquent and pre-delinqu^t girls in the education-recreation
program. However, as time passed, the concept broadened until today case¬
work is a separate entity, however, still closely related to the other
Guild services*
The casework services at the Guild are designed to provide information,
orientation and referral service to anyone who live within the Guild area.
It is usually a brief service contact and involves helping the client with
a part of his problem, in that It enables the client to say what he wants,
and then refers him to the place where hdp can be given* The caseworker
who also serves as counselor must have a wide knowledge of resources in
regard to financial help, health problems, en^loyment, educational
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facilities, legal guidance and other coranunity resources* Increasin^y the
client^e is coining from the ehtire community, and the casework department
could be considered the most heterogeneous service rendered by the agency*
Many sin^e people and families—reflecting the character of the nei^or-
hood--come for direct aid and counseling*
The neighboxiiood conceives of the Guild and the caseworker as friends
and not the usual authority figures as may be represented by some agencies
which are more formal and structured*
In an effort to find out h<!hr the Qiiild assessed the client-in-hls
situation, the writer gathered information on the nature of the client's
problem as listed in the records* On the twenty schedules, the problem
entities were studied, althou^ the workers considered other areas in the
client's mileau as affecting the client's functioning also* In seven in¬
stances, the problem was listed as financial, in ten instances the basic
problem was listed as inadequate interpersonal relationships— parent-child,
child-authority figures, mother-father, etc*; and in three instances,
health was listed* ^Rie sasq^le revealed also that clients in nineteen of
the twenty cases studied were members of the lower socio-economic class,
and ei^teen of the twenty schedules revealed that the clients were members
of minority grotps—Negro and Puerto Ricans (l5)and Immigran-fe grot5)s (3)*
Althou^ these socio-cultural factors were noted repeatedly in the
records, the schedules seemed to indicate that the caseworkers had a tendency
to be more concerned about personality factors than socio-cultural* This
conclusion is based on the fact that (l) there were more data on personality
factors, (2) there were more interpretations of personality factors, and
the socio-cultural factors were utilized more for identification purposes
(3) and there was- a greater frequency of "no data"than for assessment data,
or gaps in socio-cultural information than personality factors* However,
as Annette Garrett points out this should not be the case, and she believes
that:
• ••Caseworkers have always dealt with the total functioning
of the ego, but often with unseeing eyes* It is a paradox that,
as analysts are becoming more aware of the significance of the
patient's handling of external reality, casewozkers. In spite
of their many opportunities to observe the ego in action, have
become careless in appreciating idiat they see* By tradition, and
for the most part currently also, caseworkers are familiar with
how the individual functions in his social environment* Usually
they have used good practical judgment in this area, but they have
not always grasped the full intact of all that they see and know*
A man's work record, a woman's housekeeping, a child's school
grade, and similar ego development information, formerly uniformly
secTired, are sometimes not noted because of the caseworker's
absorption in transference manifestations, resistance, or defense
mechanisms* Here, indeed, we have new wine in old bottles* The
wealth of social information was previously often routinely
secured and its full significance not grasped* A full appreciation
of ego psychology reveals new meaning as we Integrate the concept
that the unconscious ego operations are manifested in a myriad of
ordinary, day to day, characteristic ways of functioning* Putting
the social back in social casework does not mean one whit less
attention to and need for knowledge of unconscious and instinctual
behavior, but it does mean an enriched blending of both as the
unconscious significance of the social aspects is increasingly
appreciated, and practical manifestations of the unconscious are
recognized in familiar, taken-foivgranted activities*,*^
In conclusion, the writer feels that in the Casewozk department of
the Friends Neighborhood Guild, the variables listed in the model of
social work assessment are present in the agency records* Twenty-one of
the twenty-two variables were fo\md in the agency records* The notable
exception was territorial groips ^ere there were no incidences of data*
On the idiole, the other variables were used quite frequently in the
1
Annette Garrett, "Modem Casework* The Contributions of Ego Psychology,"
Ego Psychology and l]jynamic Casework, ed* by Howard J* Parad (New lork, 1958),
p*
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caseworker's assessment of the client's social functioning. Therefore^
the writer feels that the casework department's assessment, in the twenty
cases that were analyzed, correspond with the model of social functioning








1« Head each question carefully and follow the specific instructions on
this sheet*
2* Read the concepts and definitions on the separate sheet before answering
each question*
3# Place a check mark in the space provided for "yes” and "no"*
U* Use at least one exceipt from the record to substantiate your answer
for every question in idiich "yes" has been checked*
^* Do not write in any other space except where provided oh the schedule*
6* Include only excerpts pertinent to the question asked*
7* If whole sentences are not quoted, be sure to use three periods (•••)
to indicate that it is part of a quote* Pour periods (*•••) are used
if ommissions are made at the end of a sentence*
8* Be sTire to use a Number 2 pencil in filling out the schedule*
9* Ifrite legibly*
10* Complete all items on face sheet including stating nature of problem*
11* Do not leave any question unanswered*
12* liflien the schedtle is completed, go back over it to be sure all
questions have a check and excerpt*













Date of Duration of Gases
_______________ Closed:
State the Nature of the Probleia:
1, Personality Factors
A* Innate or Genetic Potential
!• Intellectual potential
Yes No
2« Basic Thrust^ drives^ instincts:
3m Physical Potential:
B« Riysiological Functioning:
C, Ego Functioning (intra^ phychic adjustment):
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Yes No
1* Identifiable patterns for reacting to stress and
restoring dynamic equillbrinmt ____ ___
2* Intemal organization of the personality
D« Degree of liaturlty
£• Self-Image:
F* Patterns of Interpersonal Relationships and
Emotional Expression Rdated Thereto:
Internationalizations of Culturally Derived beliefs^ values^




















C. Other ioformation on Socio •> Cultuiral Factors
(6
Assessment Information not Included tn Schedule
DEFINITIONS
Intellectual Potentialt Cspaclty to function in situations that require
the utilization of mental actirityj a ^obal capacity of an individual to
act purposefully, to think rationally and to deal effectively with his
environmentf that which a properly standardized intelligence test measures*
Basic« thrust, drives, instincts: Tendencies, present or incipient at
1)irth, to resend to certain stimuli or situations; the innate propensity
to satisfy basic needs, e, g», food, shelter, love, sectirity, worth, new
e^cperience*
Physical potential: Include: general physical structure, size, skeleton,
and musculature; racial characteristics; bodily proportions; ten^erature,
mood, irritability; ten^w, energy and activity-level; bodily resilence
and resistance*
Physiological functioning: Normal and abnormal functioning according to
stage of development; continuum health-illness*
Identifiable patterns developed for reacting to stress and restoring
Dynamic equilibrium, e* g*, adaptive or defense mechanism.
Internal organization of the personality: The organization of id, super¬
ego and ego a harmoniously operating idaole; personality integration, e*g*,
flexibility vs, rigidity of ego functioning, capacity for gtowth*
Degree of maturity (as judged by comi)etence in adequate role performance
in accord with person's physical, social, and emotional stage of develop¬
ment)*
Self-image (concept of self), e, g,, self-estem, sense of identity, sense
of continuity, sense of one's capacitites, and sense of meaning.
Patterns of interpersonal, relationships and emotional expression related
thereto, e, g,, acceptance, rejection, permissiveness, control, spontaneity,
flexibility, rigidity, love, hate, domination, and submission,
Internalizations (in the form of attitudes) of culturally derived beliefs,
values, norms, activity-patterns, and the feelings appropriate for each.
Belief: An element of cultural tradition which Involves the acceptance
of any given proposition as t3rue*
Value: The believed capacity of any object to satisfy a hunan desire;
the judgment that society places upon certain objects, ideas, statues
and roles formulates the direction for choice in action.
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Activity-patternst Standardized ways of behaving, under certain stimuli or
In certain interactional situations, which are acceptable to the group*
Familyt A social gix>up conposedd of parents, children, and other relatives,
in which affection and responsibility are shared*
Educations The social process directed by the social system toward the
realization of socially accepted values*
Peer groups A groxp idiose members have similar characteristics as to age,
sex, etc*, e* g*, friendship gzpups, cliques, gangs*
Ethnic groups A group >dilch is normally endogaraous, membership being based
on biological or cult\iral characteristics*
Class t A horizontal social group organized in a stratified hierarchy of
relationships*
Territorial groups A locality group idiich had developed sufficiently
social organization and cutlural unity to be considered a regional coranunity*
Political groups Governmental units, e* g*, courts, police, various forms
of government*
Economic groxips A groip concerned with the creation and distribution of
valued goods and services*
Religious groups A groiap which shares i^rmbols, doctrines, beliefs,
attitudes, behavior patterns and systems of ideas about man, the universe,
and divine objects*
ANALYSIS OF SCHEDULE CONTENT
The following points are to be applied to each item on the schedules
1« Incidence of Data
a» Data obtained
b. No data
2* Origin of Data (information obtained by)
a* Caseworker in own agency
b. Social worker in other agency
c. Other discipline in own agency; identify discipline










U* Source of Data (data obtained from)
a. client
b. Other person (non-professional)
c. Personal docment (letter, diary, etc.)
d« Measurements e»g«, tests of vision, intelligence, aptitude,
personality





Breadth of Bata (number of sources of Infozmiatlon)
a*g« 1 source: statement by client
2 sources: statement by client and statem^t by his mother
6. Stage in Agency Contact ^en Information was Obtained
e«g« during intake process, service place, undeterminable, no data
7* Person Blscussed In the Excerpt
e*g« client, relative
8. Datura or Intejcpretatlon
a* Datura only, e« g«, ''he has fantasies*'*
b* Ihteipretatlon only, e*g*, "he projects these feelings on his
mother*"
c* A datiM plus an interpretation, e* g*, "has fantasies about being
the strong man to compensate for feelings of weakness*"
d* Undeterminable
9* Classification of Content* This must be worked out by each student:
the following are illustratloiu*
e*g. Physical Potential - bodily btxild, featxires, hei^t, teeth, etc,
e*g* Intellectual Potential - I*Q*j classification (e*g* mildly
retarded, normal, superior); social adjustment; cause of
condition (congenital cerebral) defect),
e*g* Internal Organization of the personality - discussion of ego
or id or superego; 2 or 3 of the above; personality integration;
flexibility - rigidity*
e*g* Self-image - does the information describe a partial (I'ra not a
good father") or a total ("I'm unworthy") aspect of the person?
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